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JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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Linux For Dummies, 9th EditionFor Dummies, 2009
Welcome to the fascinating world of open-source software that is Linux. In this book, we introduce you to the wonders of the Linux operating system, originally created as a labor of love by Linus Torvalds in the early 1990s. Our goal is to initiate you into the rapidly growing ranks of Linux users and enthusiasts busily rewriting the rules for the...
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Getting Started with Oracle VM VirtualBoxPackt Publishing, 2013

	Build your own virtual environment from scratch using VirtualBox


	Overview

	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage VirtualBox
	
		A step-by-step guide which will teach you how to build your own virtual environment from scratch
	
		Discover advanced features of VirtualBox

...
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Information-Theoretic Methods in Data ScienceCambridge University Press, 2020

	Learn about the state-of-the-art at the interface between information theory and data science with this first unified treatment of the subject. Written by leading experts in a clear, tutorial style, and using consistent notation and definitions throughout, it shows how information-theoretic methods are being used in data acquisition, data...
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IPv6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2002
IPv6, the next generation Internet Protocol, has been in the works since the early 90s when the rapid growth of the Internet threatened to exhaust existing IP addresses. Drawing on 20 years--operational experience with the existing protocol (IPv4), the new protocol offers scalability, increased security features, real-time traffic support, and...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Foundations of Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2005
This book was written by pioneers in the field and offers a principled approach to studying human work with complex technology. … It seems destined to become a classic in the field.
 - Books-on-Line
In the nine compact chapters of Joint Cognitive Systems (JCS), two recognized figures in the field of human factors provide an...
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Office 2010 WorkflowApress, 2010

	Workflow is the glue that binds information worker processes, users, and artifacts. Without workflow, information workers are just islands of data and potential. Office 2010 Workflow details how to implement workflow in SharePoint 2010 and the client Microsoft Office 2010 suite to help information workers share data, enforce...
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Thoughtful Machine Learning: A Test-Driven ApproachO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to apply test-driven development (TDD) to machine-learning algorithms—and catch mistakes that could sink your analysis. In this practical guide, author Matthew Kirk takes you through the principles of TDD and machine learning, and shows you how to apply TDD to several machine-learning algorithms, including Naive...
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Privacy Protection and Computer Forensics, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book deals with security from hostile computer forensics (mostly on
one’s computer, but also on one’s digital camera, fax machine, and related
computer-like electronics), as distinct from network forensics, which in this
context is snooping into users’ online activities. Computer forensics deals
with...
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Organizational Patterns of Agile Software DevelopmentPrentice Hall, 2004
You will find no books on the bookshelf here that tell you how to start up a new discipline. Software has been seeking its own way as a
relatively young discipline for the past 40 years. Every new discipline struggles to find practices suitable to its survival and growth. Sometimes this struggle is incremental. Sometimes disciplines undergo...
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Artificial Intelligence IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
Artificial Intelligence Illuminated presents an overview of the background and history of artificial intelligence, emphasizing its importance in today’s society and potential for the future. The book covers a range of AI techniques, algorithms, and methodologies, including game playing, intelligent agents, machine learning, genetic...
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Granular Computing: At the Junction of Rough Sets and Fuzzy Sets (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2008
Since their very inception, both fuzzy and rough set theories have earned a sound, well-deserved reputation owing to their intrinsic capabilities to model uncertainty coming from the real world. The increasing amount of investigations on both subjects reported every year in the literature vouches for the dynamics of the area and its rapid...
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